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Period-Doubled Structure for the 90± Partial Dislocation in Silicon
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We suggest that the commonly accepted core structure of the 90± partial dislocation in Si may not be
correct, and propose instead a period-doubled structure. We present local-density approximation
binding, and classical Keating-model calculations, all of which indicate that the period-doubled stru
is lower in energy. The new structure displays a broken mirror symmetry in addition to the pe
doubling, leading to a wide variety of possible solitonlike defects and kinks. [S0031-9007(97)0355
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Dislocations in silicon and other semiconductors ha
been well studied both theoretically and experimenta
[1]. They are well known to be responsible for plast
behavior, and affect electronic properties as well. T
predominant dislocations in silicon lie along thek110l
directions, within ah111j slip plane, with Burgers vectors
at 0± or 60± to the propagation direction. These dissocia
into partial dislocations separated by a ribbon of stack
fault. The 0± splits into two 30± partials, while the 60±

splits into a 30± and a 90± partial.
The core structure of the 90± partial has received much

attention. The unreconstructed core contains a zig
chain of threefold coordinated atoms. It has been p
posed [2–4] that this dislocation core reconstructs
breaking ah110j mirror symmetry, as shown in Figs. 1(a
and 2(a), in order to eliminate the dangling bonds. Th
each undercoordinated atom forms a new bond with
partner on the other side of the zigzag chain, and the
fect core becomes fully saturated. Several workers h
shown theoretically [5–12] that this reconstruction low
ers the energy by approximately 0.7 eV per unit cell,
0.18 eVyÅ, with respect to the symmetric case. Th
might be expected, as it restores the fourfold coordi
tion of all the atoms, albeit at the cost of some loc
bond strain. Moreover, EPR measurements find a l
density of dangling bonds, supporting full reconstructi
[13]. Thus, a consensus seems to have emerged tha
reconstruction represents the physically correct core st
ture, and a large volume of work has come to rely on t
assumption [14–18].

In this Letter, we propose a new structure for the co
of the 90± partial dislocation in Si. Our proposed structu
retains the fourfold coordination of every atom in the co
but introduces a doubling of the periodicity along the d
location direction. The new structure is found to be low
in energy than the previously assumed reconstruction,
gardless of whether the comparison is based on empir
interatomic potential, total-energy tight-binding, or firs
principles density-functional calculations. Thus, it appe
likely that all previous work on the 90± partial has assumed
an incorrect core structure, and that the interpretation of
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perimental studies on this dislocation system should be
examined in light of the new structural model. Moreove
the new core structure would give rise to a new assortm
of kink and solitonic defects, which we describe later
this Letter. Of course, it is the mobility of the kinks tha
ultimately determines the mobility of the dislocation as
whole. But the solitonic defects may also play a role in n
cleating or modifying the kink mobility, and both kinds o
defects could crucially affect the electrical properties a
pinning behavior of the dislocation.

Our proposed, period-doubled structure is shown
Figs. 1(b) and 2(b). We shall refer to it as the doubl
period (DP) structure, in contrast to the single-period (S
structure of Figs. 1(a) and 2(a). The DP structure can
derived from the SP one by inserting alternating kinks
every lattice site along the core. This shifts the center
the dislocation core by one-half lattice spacing along t
slip plane, so that the center of the DP core is locat
halfway between neighboring possible positions of the
core (Fig. 1). Like the SP structure, the DP one is bu
entirely out of fivefold, sixfold, and sevenfold rings. I
also retains the symmetry breaking of the SP structu
violating mirror symmetry across the (110) plane. Thu
the DP core has four equivalent ground states, related
each other by (110) mirrors and by single-cell translation

FIG. 1. (a) SP structure of the 90± partial, viewed from above
the s11̄1d slip plane. Shaded region indicates stacking fau
Black (white) atoms lie below (above) the slip plane. (b) Sam
view of the DP structure.
© 1997 The American Physical Society 245
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FIG. 2. (a) SP structure (same view as in Fig. 1) but show
only “core” atoms and their neighbors. Darker atoms are f
ther away. (b) Same view of the DP structure. (c) Schema
representation of (b), in which core atoms have been remov
and second-neighbor connections between remaining atoms
shown. Corresponding symbolic notation is indicated (see te

This makes for an especially rich spectrum of soliton
defects and kinks, as mentioned above.

We apply three different approaches to calculate
relative energies of the SP and DP core structures. F
we use the Keating model [19], a classical interatom
potential model containing nearest-neighbor bond stret
ing and bending force constants. Since both core str
tures contain only fourfold Si atoms, the Keating energ
might be expected to give a reasonable first approxim
tion. Second, we use a total-energy tight-binding (TET
approach, in which the electrons are treated quantum
chanically but in an empirical framework. This approa
was implemented using the linear-scaling density-ma
method of Liet al. [20], with a real-space density-matri
cutoff of 7.33 Å, and the electron chemical potential
the middle of the band gap. We used the tight-bindi
parametrization of Kwonet al. [21]. Other details are
as in Ref. [12]. Third, on system sizes up to about 2
atoms, we carried outab initio calculations within the
local-density approximation (LDA) to density-functiona
theory. A plane-wave pseudopotential approach was
ployed, using a Kleinman-Bylander pseudopotential w
s nonlocality only [22], and a plane-wave cutoff of
Ry. In all three cases, forces were relaxed to better t
5 3 1023 eVyÅ per atom, with an average force of les
than5 3 1025 eVyÅ.

For calculations on the SP structure, we have c
structed supercells containing 96 atoms (“smaller” ce
or 288 atoms (“larger” cell); for the DP structures, the
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are doubled to 192 and 576 atoms, respectively. In ter
of underlying lattice vectorsa  a

2 f11̄2̄g, b  a
2 f110g, c 

af11̄1g representing a 12-atom orthorhombic cell, the 9
atom supercell is defined asa0  4a, b0  b, c0  2c 1

2a 1
1
6 a. Thec0 vector is chosen to situate the dislocation

in a quadrupole lattice to avoid the spurious shear stra
in the minimal dipole cell [8]. (The extra term16 a in c0 re-
lieves the strain introduced by the ribbon of stacking faul
The 192-atom cell hasb0  2b, but is otherwise identical
to the 96-atom one. The LDA calculations on these s
percells were performed with the twok points (0,1y8,0),
(0,3y8,0) for the DP structure, and the corresponding
point set for the SP structure. Empirical and tight-bindin
calculations were also carried out for enlarged supercells
288 (SP) or 576 (DP) atoms having lattice vectorsa0  8a,
b0  b or 2b, andc0  3c 1 4a 1

1
6 a.

Table I shows the results of our total-energy calcul
tions on these cells. For the case of the SP structu
we find that the total energy of the supercell differs n
ticeably depending on whether the direction of the mirr
symmetry breaking is the same, or opposite, for the tw
dislocations in the supercell. In the table,ESP refers to
the average of these two energies, whileDESP refers to
the difference. The corresponding energy splitting is n
significant in the DP case. We expectESP 2 EDP to be
a reasonable estimate of the relative energy of SP and
dislocations in the limit of large supercell size. Note th
in all casesEDP is energetically favored not only ove
ESP , but also over the preferred of the two SP configur
tions. In view of the Keating result, it appears likely tha
the DP structure is preferred because it is able to red
the local bond strains near the core. Probably this is as
ciated with the fact that the DP structure breaks the (11
mirror symmetry more gently than does the SP one.

Clearly, our results suggest that the DP structu
ought to be the physically realized core structure for t
90± partial dislocation in Si. In view of the extensive
experimental work on this system, it seems surprisi
that such a possibility should have been overlooke
However, the two structures do have much in commo
Both the SP and DP structures are fully reconstructe
and thus neither gives rise to deep-gap states that wo
be expected to show an ESR signal. Both are construc

TABLE I. Calculated energy differences between core reco
structions of the 90± partial dislocation, in meVyÅ. Cell size
refers to the double-period cell.EDP is the energy of the
double-period reconstruction. For the single-period case,ESP
and DESP are, respectively, the average and difference of t
energies for the two different relative arrangements of mirr
symmetry breaking.

192-atom supercell 576-atom supercell
EDP 2 ESP DESP EDP 2 ESP DESP

Keating 227 40 27 8
TETB 276 39 255 8
LDA 279 47
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entirely of fivefold, sixfold, and sevenfold rings, and th
maximally strained bonds show comparable distortio
in the two cases. Thus, there does not appear to
any obvious signature in electrical or optical properti
that would distinguish the DP from the SP structu
Regarding imaging, remarkable progress has been m
with transmission electron microscopy (TEM), to th
point where individual kinks in the 30± and 90± partials
can be resolved [23]. While the proposed period doubl
is not evident in the 90± core in these images, neither
it visible in the core of the 30± partial, for which a DP
structure is well accepted. Nor does it appear possible
locate the position of the 90± core to a resolution of bette
than half a lattice spacing, which also might distingui
between the SP and DP structures. Thus, it appears
the resolution of TEM is still not adequate to settle th
issue. Previous calculations of the activation energies
kink formation and migration in the SP structure [1
were found to be in reasonable (,20%) agreement with
experiment, but this agreement may have been fortuito

Thus, to our knowledge, present experiments neit
rule out nor support our identification of the DP structu
as the correct ground-state structure for the 90± partial.
It is to be hoped that the present results will stimula
further experimental investigations of this issue. For e
ample, perhaps some kind of imaging electron diffracti
technique might be capable of observing the proposed
riod doubling in the dislocation core.

In the remainder of this Letter, we discuss the structu
defects that can occur for the DP core structure, includ
solitonic and kink structures. These will play a cruci
role in determining the overall mechanical, electric
and optical properties of the dislocation. Moreover,
experimental identification of some of these defects co
possibly provide an avenue to the confirmation of t
proposed core structure.

We first introduce a shorthand notation for describi
the possible core structures and their solitonic excitatio
Consider again the DP core structure of Fig. 2(b), show
the central row of core atoms as well as all of the
first neighbors. Figure 2(c) simplifies the picture abo
it, replacing the central core atoms with dotted lin
indicating second-neighbor connections of the remain
off-core neighbors. These are then replaced by a serie
lowercase letters that indicate the sequence of directi
of these dashed lines (as viewed in two dimensio
from the viewpoint of the black and white atoms): “u”
and “n” indicate “up” and “down,” while “ d,” “ q,” “ p,” and
“b” indicate “upper-right,” “lower-right,” “lower-left,” and
“upper-left,” respectively (mnemonically referring to th
position of the typographic stem of the letter). Thus, t
structure of Fig. 1(b) or 2(b) becomes “. . . upnbupnb. . .”
while that of Fig. 1(a) or 2(a) would be “. . . nbnb. . . .”

As mentioned earlier, the DP structure breaks two sy
metries (mirror and single-period translational symm
tries), and has four equivalent ground states (“dnqu,”
“qudn,” “ pnbu,” “ bupn”) related to each other by (110
s
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mirrors and by single-cell translations. We first consid
the antiphase defect that occurs at a translational dom
boundary between core segments; we shall refer to this
a “phase-switching defect” (PSD). The PSD correspon
to a sequence of the form “. . . bupnbnbu. . .” [Fig. 3(a)]
or “. . . bupupnbu. . .” (or their mirror images). As can be
seen in Fig. 3(a), a PSD can be regarded as a short
ment of the SP structure inserted into the DP one. It
free of dangling bonds, and thus is expected to be a lo
energy structural excitation. Because of the presence
the stacking fault, the sequences “. . . bupnbnbu. . .” and
“ . . . bupupnbu. . .” are not related by any exact symmetry
and so will have slightly different energies.

A second class of defects results from a revers
of the mirror symmetry breaking. We shall refer t
these as “direction-switching defects” (DSDs); the
can be classified by the direction of switching, amon
other factors. Two examples, “. . . bup(nu)dnq. . .” and
“ . . . qudnnbup. . . ,” are shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), re
spectively. [The notation “(nu)” indicates a pair of core
atoms bonded to the same out-of-plane atom.] It tur
out to be impossible to build a DSD without introducin
a dangling bond or an overcoordinated atom, so the DS
are expected to be more costly than the PSDs. (T
malcoordinated atoms do not appear in Fig. 3 as th
are located just above or below the plane of the figur
Combinations of a DSD and a PSD may also occur; the
also contain a coordination defect.

We have calculated the energies of several of the
defects using the linear-scaling total-energy tight-bindi
approach. Supercells containing up to 768 atoms w
employed. The results are shown in Table II. It can
seen that the DSDs do have a higher energy than

FIG. 3. Examples of several types of core defects in the D
structure. Viewpoint is the same as for Fig. 1. (a) Phas
switching defect (PSD). (b)–(c) Direction-switching defec
(DSD). (d) Kink.
247
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PSDs, as anticipated. Clearly much work remains to
done. One interesting question is that of the interactio
between PSDs and DSDs, and whether the formation o
PSD-DSD complex would be exothermic. We also ha
not yet studied the mobility barriers for these defects.

Finally, we turn to a discussion of kink structures. Be
cause there are four degenerate core structures to cho
between on each side of the kink, there should be at le
16 distinct kinks. However, each of these is paired wi
another into which it can be converted by displacing th
center of the kink by one lattice constant along the di
location. (Using a “y” to denote the kink, one such pair
would be “. . . qudnqybupn. . .” √! “ . . . quqybnbupn. . . .”)
Thus, we may distinguish 8 topologically distinct familie
of kinks. Furthermore, most of these families may be cla
sified as “kink-defect complexes” incorporating either
DSD, or PSD, or both, which may or may not be ene
getically bound to the kink. Those including a DSD wil
retain a malcoordinated atom, and will have no reversal
the mirror symmetry breaking across the kink; those n
including a DSD will be fully reconstructed and will show
a reversal of the mirror symmetry breaking. An examp
of the latter kind is the kink “. . . udnqybupn. . .” shown in
Fig. 3(d). Presumably the free energies of formation a
migration of such kinks are the key quantities determinin
the mobility of the 90± dislocation in Si.

To summarize the results on defects, we find a prolifer
tion of species of solitons and kinks that can occur in th
DP, relative to the SP, case. In particular, the SP core d
not support any counterparts to the PSD defects, which
fully reconstructed solitonic defects. However, the low
energy PSD solitons and DSD-free kinks of the DP co
do bear some resemblance to the kinks of the SP core.

While the present work is focused on the case of S
we expect the results to have important implications f
other diamond and zinc blende semiconductors as w
The dislocations in these materials generally dissocia
into partials in the same way as for Si; and for C an
GaAs at least, the SP reconstruction of the 90± partial has
been previously considered [1,24]. Whether the new D
structure will be favored in a given material will depend i
detail on its elastic and electronic properties, but we ha
checked the robustness of the present results for homop
semiconductors within the Keating model by modifyin
the bending-to-stretching force-constant ratio. We fin
that the DP reconstruction is favored for a broad ran
of this ratio, whether decreased by a factor of,3 (as
for alternate parameters for Si [25]) or increased slight

TABLE II. Energies of various defects, given in eV. The
notation, described in the text, specifies the entire cell. Energ
for the DSDs are given for a matched pair of defects.

PSD bupnbnbupn 0.42
PSD bupupnbupn 0.35
DSD 1 DSD bup(nu)dnqudnnbupn 1.30
DSD 1 DSD bu(pq)udnpudpnbupn 1.37
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(as for Ge), up to half again its present value. Howeve
the SP structure is favored for Keating’sC parameters
[19]. Although more sophisticated tests are clearly neede
these estimates suggest that the DP structure may well
relevant for many semiconductor systems.

In summary, we have proposed a new period-double
structure for the 90± partial dislocation in silicon. The
new DP structure is predicted to be lower in energ
than the SP structure that has been commonly accep
until now. Thus, we suggest that it may be appropria
to reconsider the interpretation of previous experiment
work in view of the proposed DP structure. As regard
the theoretical work, it is clearly now a high priority
to investigate in detail the structure and energetics
defect and kink structures associated with the new co
reconstruction.
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